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What you'll learn about today

1. Assumption

2. Context

3. Solution description

4. Target group

5. Impact



Assumption

In the same class there are
students who are more active
than the rest. Usually the active
students tend to perform better
at the end of the course 



Problem those student who do not interact with the
teacher and are less focused on the lessons
usually get worse results



CONTEXT

Boredom in students can
lead to disruptive behavior

Boredom
Problematic for the teacher
if the classroom hosts more
than 100 people

Crowded classroom
Some students are in need of special attention
and appropriate social interaction

Students with disabilities



Can we improve students perfomance
by increasing the level of interaction
between professor and students with
the use of AI?

Interaction is needed to
improve students
performace!!



Solution Description

Notifications to teacher 
Suggest questions to the teacher 
Track the status of majority of the students 

Digital platform would be linked to camera and mics
so it would be able to track student during the class
and tracking their performance 



We work in every classroom

OUR TARGET
GROUP

Students

Enhance interaction
and support, which
can lead to improved
learning experiences
and academic results.

Educational
Institutions

Schools and
universities can
improve their overall
educational quality
and outcomes

Teacher and
Instructor

Monitor and interact
more effectively with
students, enabling a
better understanding
of each student's
engagement and
performance.



Improved participation and
interaction during classes.

Enhanced Student
Engagement

01 02 03

Measurable increases in
student test scores and
grades.

Better Academic
Performance

Enhanced teaching methods
and learning outcomes.

Improved Teacher
Effectiveness

IMPACT



Ethical Concern

not saving the images 
anonymised data
aggregation data

Privacy 

university student (above 18)
applicaple to all lower age with
agreement from parents or guardians

Consensus in data usage





Got any questions? Feel free to call us, email us,
or hit us up on social media.

Thank you
for listening!

dongtruongthinh.bui@studenti.unitn.it +39 379 158 6994



DIGIEDUHACK SOLUTION CANVAS

Title of the solution:

Challenge addressed:

Team name:

Challenge category:

Solution description Target group

Innovativeness  

Describe it in a tweet

Transferability

Context

Impact

Sustainability  

Team work  

Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 
characters

What makes your solution different and original?
Can anything similar be found on themarket? How innovative is it?

Can your solution be used in other contexts?
What parts of it can be applied to other context?

What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how 
do you see it in the mid- and long term?

Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what 
are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed 
successfully. How well did you work as a team? 
Could you continue to work as a team in the future?

Who is the target group for your solution?
Who will this solution affect and how? 
How will they benefit?

What is the impact of your solution? How do you measure 
it?

Please describe your solution, its main elements and objectives as 
well as a brief implementation plan with some key overall 
milestones, resources required and eventual barriers foreseen. What 
is your final product/service/tool/activity? How could the solution be 
used to enhance digital education in the your challenge area? How 
could the successof the solution be measured? How will the solution 
provide benefits to the challenge owner?

What is the problem you are facing?
What is the challenge that you are solving?


	fill_3: AcademAI is an all-in-one education tool. It helps teachers track students in real-time, gives insights into their performance, and encourages professors to interact more with students who may not be participating in class. We're working on developing and testing it to improve education quality, with success measured by better student engagement and academic performance.
	fill_4: Teachers and Instructors: They will have a tool that allows them to monitor and interact more effectively with students during classes, enabling a better understanding of each student's engagement and performance.

Students: Students will benefit from increased interaction and support, which can lead to improved learning experiences and academic results.

Educational Institutions: Schools and universities can improve their overall educational quality and outcomes by using this tool to enhance teaching and student engagement.
	Context What is the problem you are facing What is the challenge that you are solving: The challenge we're tackling is that not all students actively engage in their classes, and while non-engagement doesn't always harm performance, active engagement can significantly boost it. Our goal is to enhance student engagement, especially for those who are less involved in the learning process. AcademAI is our solution, designed to track and encourage student engagement, ultimately contributing to improved academic outcomes.
	Impact What is the impact of your solution How do you measure it: The impact of AcademAI includes:

Enhanced Student Engagement: Improved participation and interaction during classes.

Better Academic Performance: Measurable increases in student test scores and grades.

Improved Teacher Effectiveness: Enhanced teaching methods and learning outcomes.

To measure these impacts, AcademAI will collect and analyze data over time, comparing performance and engagement metrics before and after implementation. Surveys, feedback from teachers and students.

	Describe it in a tweet Describe your solution in a short catchy way in maximum 280 characters: Enhance Learning Journeys with AcademAI: Where Engagement Drives Achievement.
	fill_2:  AcademAI innovates by seamlessly combining real-time tracking, performance insights, and well-being monitoring, empowering teachers to adapt their teaching methods in response to each student's engagement and performance.
	Transferability Can your solution be used in other contexts What parts of it can be applied to other context: Yes, elements of AcademAI, such as real-time tracking, performance analysis, and well-being monitoring, can be applied in other contexts like healthcare, retail, sports, corporate settings, e-commerce, and elderly care for various purposes, including patient monitoring...  
	Sustainability What is your plan for the implementation of the solution and how do you see it in the mid and long term: Our funds come from educational institution, government that prioritize their education system quality. Initial costs are software development, pilot testing, and marketing. Many universities already have infrastructure that can be used, potentially reducing these costs.
	Team work Explain why you are the perfect team to develop this work and what are the competencies you all bring in so the solution is developed successfully How well did you work as a team Could you continue to work as a team in the future: We are a diverse group with people come from parts of the world (3 different continents). With different academic backgrounds, Computer Science, Tele-Communication Engineering and Industrial Engineering, we found a common interest, still, we came up with multiple ideas, but in end, we agreed on this solution. We learn so much from each other. We were not actually very closed before but after this events, each of us gained a enormous partnership. We will definitely come back as a team in the future event like this.
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